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Financial Impact - the difference Link is making

because we think its what our customers want.

changing opportunities for the hardest to reach and most
vulnerable people in our communities.

It’s not easy and sometimes it feels like a thankless

It is our belief that employment has massive

task but it’s at the heart of what we do, it’s the very

positive emotional and mental benefits; yes

fabric this organisation is made of. We believe in

having a few quid in your pocket makes a huge

working together, we believe everyone deserves a

difference to how you feel but the positive effects

second (or third or fourth) chance to start again.

to confidence and self-esteem can far outweigh
the financial impact.

We know for certain that no matter what someone
has done or how worthless or useless they feel,

Things we take for granted; “there’s no better

they can turn their lives around and make a

feeling than going home to your kids and being

massive difference…we know because we’ve seen

able to buy them a pair of trainers or take them to

it happen 1000’s of times!

MacDonald’s”

Introduction
Social Impact
Background of the Problem

Social impact isn’t something we do to tick boxes or

For over 12 years, we’ve been doing our best to create life
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Why Choose Link Waste
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

Services

Accomodation

“We offer support and
guidance to help people
overcome these barriers to
work.”

A person being released from prison or has
substance abuse issues and/or is long-term
unemployed can be extremely vulnerable.
There are many things we can take for granted
everyday like going shopping, paying bills,

“We do all we can to make

From first-hand experience we understand how

sure the people that engage

vital it is to have a stable, secure place to live.

with us have a stable place to

Without this it is extremely difficult to start a new

live.”
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journey of rebuilding your life and turning negative
experiences into positive ones.

even looking after your health. To some people,
organising and managing these things can be

That’s why we do all we can to make sure the

overwhelming and feel like mountains to climb.

people that engage with us have a stable place to
live.

Using our services and links with partner
organisation we offer support and guidance to

By working with our partners and local charities

help people overcome these barriers to work.

we sign post and help source appropriate living.
Once you have a safe and secure place to live, we

Empowering people to live healthier, more

then support with getting the basics setup such as

productive and more secure lives.

furniture, white goods, etc.
Now we have a much greater chance of success...
let’s get to work!
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INTRODUCTION

Employment

Training

“It’s our belief that businesses

For over 5 years Link Waste Group has specialised

can be used for much more

in using its commercial activities to create

than just generating profits.”

opportunities for the most vulnerable people in

meaningful, long-term jobs and training
your local communities.
Jobs are target driven and demanding and
people learn quickly what it’s like to work in a real
workplace as part of real team.
It’s our belief that businesses can be used for much
more than just generating profits.
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“These training packages

Link Waste has developed bespoke training

are delivered as standard

programmes to educate people how to work safely

to all people joining the

recycling industry.

business and once this phase
of training is complete an
individual skills assessment is
created.”
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in the Environmental, waste management and

Industry specific operational procedures and training
packages have been developed that enable people
with none, or low skill sets to enter the workplace
and begin working; developing skills, knowledge,
confidence and self-esteem.
These training programmes have been accredited
and provide real qualifications with tangible skills.

Yes of course it’s vital a business makes profits,
but business can also be used to benefit the

These training packages are delivered as standard to

environment and people.

all people joining the business and once this phase of
training is complete an individual skills assessment is
created, then the sky’s the limit!
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Social
Impact
The estimated annual cost of UK re-offending is a
whopping £18billion and national re-offending rates are a
staggering 67% - this means from every 100 people who
are convicted of a serious criminal offence, 67 of them
will go on to commit at least one more criminal offence.
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SOCIAL IMPACT

Background of a
National Problem
67%

National
Re-offending Rate

17%

National Offender
Employment Rate

The link in crime and unemployment rates shows that when
people have a legal source of income, they are less likely to
partake in criminal activities. Unemployment results more
in property crime than violent crime as research results
show that most people who commit property crimes are
unemployed. Infact, with each increase in unemplyment, there
is an equal increase in property crime.

£18 Billion

33%

The estimated annual

Percentage of prisoners

cost of re-offending in

leaving prison say they

the UK is over £18 billion.

“have nowhere to go”.

£1 Billion

50%

The estimated annual

Over 50% of businesses said

cost of homelessness in

they would not employ an

the UK is over £1 billion.

offender or ex-offender.
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SOCIAL IMPACT

Financial Impact - the
difference Link is making
Over 240 jobs created, Link Waste has saved the UK taxpayer
nearly £16,000,000 in the last 5 years, with savings over
£3million in the last 12 months. HOW? By giving people a
chance, by offering support, structure and the opportunity to
make money legally! This programme has astounding impact
on a person’s confidence, self-esteem and self-worth. It is
all based around real work and the opportunity of long-term
employment.
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FINANCIAL IMPACT

Creating financial
opportunities
48

jobs created in the
last 12 months

240

jobs created for exoffenders since 2015

97.5%
Less than

2.5%

In the last 12 months Link waste has saved £3,175,200 of
taxpayer money by creating employment and training
opportunities for vulnerable people.

reduction in
reoffending
of people reoffend
whilst engaged in our
programme

Link Waste has saved the UK taxpayer nearly £16million
in the last 5 years (Savings to MoJ and DWP is
£15,876,00)
With another £1.2million being pumped into local
economy through wages and HMRC payments.

Link Waste
Making a Difference
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Personal
Impact
Link Waste engages with the hardest to reach, most
vulnerable people in our communities. 100% of these
people felt their confidence had improved and 98% of people
who engage with Link Waste feel more optimistic about
their career prospects. This is highly significant; if a person
feels more confident and more self-believe they are far more
likely to change, and create lasting change.
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PERSONAL IMPACT

Helping people
to grow
700

Accredited Training
courses delivered

100%

increased
confidence

Link Waste model is based on the simple
believe that people can change and want to
change, all they need is the believe and the

98%

felt relationships were
better with partners or
next of kin

98%

of people felt optimistic
about career prospects

97%

feel much more positive
about their future

94%

of people felt their mental
health had improved

opportunity to do so.

Link Waste
Making a Difference
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CASE STUDY

This had a massive impact on me and my family.
Having received a lot of support I started to recognise
how my thoughts and emotions could have affect
how I dealt with everyday situations and how people
can influence how you act or react for good or bad.
Angela, Link Waste Employee

When I found myself in a criminal process I felt so

This had a massive impact on me and my family.

Liverpool, as I had been nominated me to receive

back together, after finding myself in such an

alone it was so alien to me. I had spent my whole

Having received a lot of support I started to

a Recognition Award which was presented to me

unfamiliar place that I would never think I

life doing the right thing and abiding by the rules,

recognise how my thoughts and emotions could

by Lord Mayor of Liverpool the Right Worshipful

would be.

and I didn’t realise just how much life and work

have affect how I dealt with everyday situations

Councillor Anna Rothery for how I had took

stresses had affected my mental health over the

and how people can influence how you act or

responsibility of the situation I had found myself in

Albeit my original vision for my future has

years. The stress and mental health issues I was

react for good or bad. I began to see how over the

and done everything that had been asked of me.

changed I now know having gone through

suffering from strongly contributed to not being

years I had not dealt with some of my emotions

able to do my job properly resulting in me making

and instead I had suppressed them.

everything that I have over the last 12 months it
Then, out of the blue I received a further call
to attend International Women’s Day and was

a devastating mistake.
I was introduced to Restart Trust and then Link

informed that I would to receive an Empowerment

The firm I worked for accused me of abusing my

Recycling Limited. My positive journey continued

Award. It was recognised how far I had come and

position which caused them a financial loss which

and again being surrounded by such supportive

what I had achieved within a short time, which

I accepted. There were many other factors that

people gave me hope for the future.

was an inspiration to others.

contributed to this mistake but I took responsibility

Some other positive but unexpected things

Thank you does not seem enough to say to

and then found myself without of a job and a

have also happened to me; On the 13th February

enough to Ben Donnelly at Link Recycling Ltd

criminal conviction.

2020 I was invited to the Cunnard Buildings in

for giving me this opportunity to put my life

has changed for the better.
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CASE STUDY

Before

After

“

“

I feel very happy and confident that the

“

I am very happy in my role at Link

I struggled with the thought whether I
would work again and who would give me a
second chance.

“

I had no confidence the situation I found

confidence that I can rebuild my career as

low and disengaged from my family and

well as giving me back some self-worth.

I felt unsure what my future would hold,

“

head good and bad, as I was so uncertain
what was in store for me.

I have been fully supported and been
integrated into a very supportive team of
people.

as my vision of my future had changed
drastically. Scenarios swirled around in my

“

Recycling Ltd which has given me

myself in was very daunting. I was very
friends.

“

future it not so bleak.

“

My family has noticed since I’ve been
given this opportunity how much it has
helped me find the happy person that I

I was very anxious about my future
employment prospects and future in
general

use to be.
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Environmental
Impact
The fuel saved from Link Waste plastics recycling has saved
288,000 tonnes of carbon, which is the same weight as 863
Jumbo Jets. AND, our paper recycling has saved over half
a million trees. Its fair to say we are doing our bit but we
want to do more, we need to do more! Link Waste works
closely with local councils and business across all sectors to
successfully manage waste and maximise recycling rates.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Plastic recycling

Paper recycling

It takes over 500 years for

It may seem sad to some

Over the last 5 years Link Waste group has

plastic to decompose in a

recycled nearly 24,000 tonnes (23,941 to be

landfill and every year 85% of

been diverted from landfill, processed (which

plastic is sent there and over
12.8million tonnes finds it way
into our oceans.

exact) of plastic waste. This plastic waste has
helps us create more jobs) and sold straight
back into the manufacturing industry.

Every year, humans cut down 4 billion trees to be

people, but we love the

used for paper, and in the UK alone we use over 12.5

difference our recycling

Wales...do you really need to print that out!

makes to the planet.

million tonnes which equates to a forest the size of

It takes 70% less energy to recycle paper and creates
73% less air pollution than using virgin paper.

This recycling process has a mind-blowing
positive impact on our environment.
By recycling plastic for it to be reused in
the manufacturing industry we have saved
enough electricity to power over 15,000
homes.

Oil and fuel savings
Recycling plastic saves a tremendous
amount of oil from being used; this is seriously

Link Waste has recycled over
186,000 tonnes of paper.
Our recycling has saved
nearly 400,000 tonnes of

This has had a massive positive environmental
impact.
•

Saved enough electricity to power all the homes
in Wigan and Warrington for a whole year

•

Saved enough water for 90,000 people for a
whole year

carbon from being emitted
into our atmosphere.

•

Nearly half a million trees saved from our
recycling processes

good for the environment.
The tonnage we have recycled has saved
enough petrol to take all the cars in
Manchester off the road for over one year...
imagine that!
This also saves over 288,000 tonnes of carbon
dioxide from entering our atmosphere – this
is the equivalent weight of 863 jumbo jet.

Landfill
By recycling this plastic waste, we have saved
space from landfill as well, equivalent to 3
football stadiums.
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Work with us to reduce this, work
with us to do incredible things for
our environment and world
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Why choose
Link Waste?
Manage your waste with Link Waste and take peace of mind
that you are having an amazing impact socially in your local
communities.
You are making your local environment better in every way
and you are having a massive impact on global warming.
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It’s a
win-win-win
Give us a call today
and see if we can
work together?
web

•

www.linkwaste.com

email

•

info@linkwaste.com

tele

•

+44(0)3333 66 66 66

Sources
•

russellwebster.com/reoffcosts

•

prisonreformtrust.org.uk

•

yougov.co.uk

•

racfoundation.org/motoring-faqs/environment

•

statista.com/statistics/827278/liters-per-day-household-water-usage-united-kingdom-uk

•

mtelgoncoffee.com/news-1/2018/4/8/were-planting-500000-more-trees-this-year

•

friendsoftheearth.uk/trees

•

flexed.co.uk/manchester-comes-last-uks-car-capital-list
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